
The Untold Story: Stalin's Tactics
and Soviet-Russian Study of War in
the Forgotten Soviet-Finnish War
(1939-1940)
In the annals of history, there are some conflicts that have remained overlooked,

overshadowed by the magnitude and devastation of World War II. The Soviet-

Finnish War of 1939-1940 is one such forgotten chapter, which saw Joseph

Stalin's calculated tactics and the Soviet-Russian study of war come into play.

This article aims to delve into the untold story of this war, providing insightful and

engaging details about Stalin's strategies and the Soviet-Russian perspective.

Read on to uncover the truth behind this long-neglected conflict.

The Context: Stalin's Motivations

Before delving into the details of the Soviet-Finnish War, it is crucial to understand

Stalin's motivations behind initiating this conflict. As a totalitarian ruler, Stalin had

always aimed for territorial expansion and the spread of communism. The Finnish

territory, strategically located between the Soviet Union and Sweden, served as a

significant obstacle that Stalin sought to overcome. By removing Finland from the

equation, Stalin aimed to establish a buffer zone to protect Leningrad and gain

strategic advantages in the region.

The Outbreak of War

In November 1939, the Soviet Union launched an offensive against Finland. The

reasons behind this attack were ostensibly to protect the Soviet Union from

potential invasion and establish the Soviet's dominance over the Finnish border



regions. However, the true intentions behind Stalin's decision to go to war go

deeper, indicating a calculated strategy and the implementation of Soviet-Russian

study of war.
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Stalin's Tactics

Stalin's tactics during the Soviet-Finnish War were characterized by the ruthless

application of military force, utilizing overwhelming numerical superiority and

shock-and-awe techniques. While the Finnish army displayed remarkable

resilience and guerrilla tactics, the Soviet Union's artillery and air power gradually

eroded their defenses, leading to the eventual Soviet victory.

Utilizing Numbers

One of Stalin's key strategies was exploiting the Soviet Union's vast population

and resources. By deploying a massive number of troops against the relatively

smaller Finnish army, the Soviets overwhelmed their opponents through sheer

force. This tactic not only aimed at a quick victory but also served as a powerful

display of Soviet military might.
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Shock-and-Awe Techniques

Stalin's military strategy also involved the extensive use of artillery bombardment

and aerial bombings. By subjecting Finnish cities, towns, and fortifications to

relentless bombardment, the Soviets aimed to induce fear, demoralize the enemy,

and weaken their defenses. This shock-and-awe strategy aimed to break the

Finnish will to resist and pave the way for a swift Soviet conquest.

The Soviet-Russian Study of War

Behind Stalin's tactics lay a systematic study of war conducted by Soviet-Russian

military theorists and strategists. This study aimed to analyze and understand the

intricacies and dynamics of warfare, enabling the Soviets to formulate effective

tactics and strategies. Combined with Stalin's own vision, this study of war

provided the Soviets with an upper hand in their military operations against

Finland.

The Outcome and Legacy

After months of fierce fighting and heavy casualties, Finland was forced to sign

the Moscow Peace Treaty in March 1940, ceding territories to the Soviet Union.

While Finland managed to retain its independence, the war highlighted the

strength of Soviet military capabilities and Stalin's determination to achieve his

objectives.

The Forgotten War

Despite its significant implications, the Soviet-Finnish War has often been

overshadowed by the events of World War II. Its historical importance lies in

shedding light on Stalin's tactics and the Soviet-Russian study of war, providing

valuable insights into the mindset and strategies of the Soviet Union during this



period. By exploring this forgotten war, we can gain a deeper understanding of

this crucial era in history.

As we reflect on the Soviet-Finnish War of 1939-1940, we uncover the untold

story of Stalin's tactics and the Soviet-Russian study of war. This forgotten conflict

reveals the calculated strategies deployed by Stalin, which exploited

overwhelming force and shock-and-awe techniques. The Soviet victory in this war

showcased their military capabilities and set the stage for their subsequent

involvement in World War II. By acknowledging this overlooked chapter, we

broaden our understanding of history and appreciate the complexities of wartime

strategy.
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This is the verbatim record of a secret and hitherto unpublished meeting, held in

the Kremlin in April 1940, devoted to a post mortem of the Finnish campaign.
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